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Migrate your IT to the cloud
securely and confidently
When IT departments want to leverage the Microsoft Azure cloud to 
move away from slow hardware or low-value services in colocation 
hosting (colo-hosting), they often discover that getting servers and data to 
Azure can be a challenge that requires an experienced partner.

IT teams are being challenged to innovate 
while maintaining confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability.

Organizations seek to leverage automation 
and reliable services to ensure an efficient, 
high-impact, successful, and future-proof 
Azure migration.

Our migration methodology–ACE–and the 
use of Microsoft unified migration tools 
such as Azure Migrate help organizations 
securely access Azure to embrace its 
robust capabilities.
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Migrate your servers to Azure
Are you interested in moving to Azure, but foresee roadblocks or risks 
along the way? Let our tried and tested ACE methodology—alongside the 
powerful migration tools from Microsoft—take you there with 
transparency, security, and confidence.

Better understand your current 
environment and customize Azure to 
achieve your desired level of security, 
cost-effectiveness, and manageability.

Assess
Ensure your migration's success before 
cutover via our test plans and Azure 
testing automation.

Confirm
Take advantage of our step-by-step go-
live plans and automation to ensure a 
migration that leaves nothing to chance.

Execute



Provisions Group, ACE & Azure Migration
Automation is key to delivering a migration plan that's more than just “best intentions.” By integrating 

the assessment and testing stages within final migration before the big cutover, Azure Migrate—the 

unified migration toolset from Microsoft—and Provisions Group help you succeed with confidence.

As part of our Assess phase, we leverage 
Azure Migrate to deliver an automated 

inventory and assessment platform.

Azure Migrate: Discovery and 
assessment

By delivering a unified platform, Azure 
Migrate helps the process transition 

seamlessly from assessment through to 
confirmation and execution.

Azure Migrate: Server Migration
When migrating databases, the unique 

complexities of the process are addressed 
by Azure Migrate, which powers access 

control entries (ACE) for enhanced 
security.

Azure Migrate: Database 
Migration



Customer success: Legacy workload 
migration to Azure for Virtual, Inc.
To avoid high dollar colo-hosting, Provisions Group helped Virtual, Inc.—a 
management consulting company that serves associations, standards 
organizations, consortia, advocacy groups, and professional societies—
move its legacy workloads to Azure.

Because the migration included several highly complex systems, dependencies needed to be identified and tested to 
ensure success.

Dependencies excercised

The tight timeline made automation a necessity, and the use of support testing and final deployment powered by Azure 
Migrate was a critical success factor.

Testing escalated

A successful migration means getting the job done, on time. Provisions Group saved Virtual, Inc. money by moving to 
Azure, on schedule.

Migration executed



Channel partner success: United Derm 
Partners moves its services to Azure
When United Derm Partners—a dermatology physician services 
organization—needed to move its practices to Azure, Provisions Group 
made use of its time-tested ACE methodology and Azure Migrate to help 
the organization migrate its services.

United Derm Partners didn't want—or need—to move its practices all at once. The ability to move progressively was a 
huge win.

Progressive migration

Meeting the needs of an individual practice before cutover was critical to ensuring the the migration would be a success.
Testing for confidence

It was easy to repeat the established working patterns for migrations to ensure a successful migration across all practices.
Repeatable outcomes



Provisions Group Azure Migration: 3-
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Call for more information: 615.815.5456

Ask a question via email: matt.gerber@provisionsgroup.com

Learn more


